
moveswith you
let’s take a ride...



What is it?
ad-roller is a technology, which enables highly efficient advertising on so far unproductive moving infrastructure: 
on escalators, walkways and cash conveyor belts. Owners of locations, advertisers, business partners/licensees and  
even their customers benefit from this innovative technology – ad-roller creates a win-win-situation for all of them.



Globally, at points of frequency and points of sale: Airports, Shopping Malls, Railway and Subway Stations,  
Stadiums, Convention Centers

With ad-roller 
millions of people  
can be targeted at  
places where they  
are receptive to the  
ad-vertising message. 

Where, who & when?



An environment with excess 
information devours the one 
thing that information really 
demands: Attention
Attention is  
becoming scarce, 
so we need to use it wisely.
 Alistair Croll



Take a 30 second ride with  
ad-roller, about the same time  
you will spend reading this  
presentation. Undivided  
attention for your brand. 
just roll with it...

dwell time

30 
seconds

78%
brand recall

no  
escape

uncluttered  
space

your brand in 
their hands



Take your brand to the next level!
ad-roller is an extremely impactful media at highly frequented locations (Airports, Malls, Conventions Centers, 
Transportation Hubs, Stadiums etc.). Our captive, unavoidable media is catching undivided attention for up 
to 40 seconds, which results in 60 – 80% brand recall!

  Impressive brand recall: During a campaign for Microsoft 
91% noticed the ad, 78% recalled the brand. A 3-months-
survey for Swiss Railways proofed that more  
than 80% of the escalator passengers were influenced in 
their behavior by ad-roller.

  Positive reception at the POS – customers are more 
receptive to advertisements at the POS.

  Escalators are bottlenecks at highly frequented locations.  
30 to 40 seconds of unavoidable attention for your 
advertisement are the consequence.

  Booking period from 1-8 weeks – standard is 4 weeks.



Take your brand to the next level!
On minimum 7 square meters and minimum 60 meters length advertisers get the opportunity to create 
innovative solutions on a new moving media format which is touched by thousands of customers daily 
and where customers are receptive to the advertising message.

 –  Format and movement facilitate new creative design 
solutions.

 – Put your brand in the hand of your customer!

 –  ad-roller gives orientation and directs the customer to 
your store.

–  Implementation of QR codes brings the customer from 
offline to online.

 –  Last media before POS: according to a Popai Survey the 
“instore-decision-rate” is at 76% and rising. With ad-roller 
you advertise at the right place at the right time!





Elevates your revenues
Do you own or operate escalators, moving walkways or cash conveyor desks? Would you like to  
generate revenues with your infrastructure? ad-roller gives you the opportunity to use these so far 
unproductive structures and you will profit from many benefits!



Elevates your revenues
ad-roller will not only increase your profits with rent – ad-roller boosts the sales at your site. Apart from 
the financial benefits, there are several other advantages, exciting you and your customers.

  ad-roller is highly consumer-friendly: Pleasant haptic 
and attractive colorful designs will excite your customers. 
Constantly changing layouts provide a fresh look and feel 
experience.

  Frequently cleaned handrails and a glossy surface cause  
enhanced hygiene at your site. The handrails are cleaner 
and easier to be cleaned.

  Support the orientation of your customers or direct them with  
your ads. QR codes, will bring your customers from offline 
to online (e.g. linking to the map of the location).

  ad-roller is the most decent media, as it does not require 
additional structures to be placed at your location.

  ad-roller increases safety! Designs and colors are serving 
for passengers as point of reference for speed and direction. 
The awareness for the ride is increased. A significant reduction 
of accidents is the consequence.



Elevates your revenues
ad-roller is a win-win business without any risk: It stands out for its ease of deployment and removal, leaving 
no scratch or residue on the handrail. We guarantee that our technology will not harm your handrails or escalators. 
Installation and removal will be carried out by our certified technicians at the times you prefer (day and night).

  Colorfast, scratch-proof and durable, backed by a 
1-month warranty for each application.

  Fire-proof – certified according to ÖNORM EN ISO 11925 
standard – tested by Surveillance Testing and Certification 
Body, Laboratory for Structural Engineering, City of Vienna.

  Certified by the German TÜV (“no damage, no service 
interruption, no cause for concern”).

  Developed with the support of Semperit, the world market 
leading handrail-manufacturer.

  Recommendation by Schindler: “It does not conflict 
with EN Standards to install advertising on handrails, provided 
the foil does not detach from the handrail.“ Schindler  
supports the idea “Escalators as advertising media“. “We do 
not have any reservations, on the contrary, the handrail  
remains in a clean condition so that even more users hold  
on to the handrail.“



Please check at our webpage (www.ad-roller.com) if your 
country is still available and start your ad-roller business 
with exclusive distribution rights at your home market. 

You will be trained to use our unique, sophisticated 
technology and we will assist you with your first steps. 
You will be constantly supported and you are going to be 
part of a global network, where experiences, contacts, 
best practices will be exchanged.

We do have 10 years of experience and we will be happy to  
share all our know how with you in order to make you successful.

Does that sound appealing for you? Please contact us! 
We will evaluate your opportunities together with you.

Run your successful business
Would you like to start with a great business opportunity or complement your existing business with an exciting 
innovation and with exclusivity for your country?



Run your successful business





cd-roller: Attract attention at the POS
cd-roller is your opportunity to advertise on cash desk conveyor belts, directly at the point of sale - either 
with fully covering stickers, or by telling a story with several smaller stickers.
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The booking time of 2 months ensures that this media does 
not only qualify for the stimulus to impulse purchases, but  
even for the sustainable memorizing of the advertised contents, 
which makes cd-roller a powerful instrument, even for image 
advertising. 

cd-roller: Appeal needs time!
A Statista survey has evaluated the average waiting times at supermarket cash desks in European  
countries. During those 2,49 to 13,72 minutes, customers are forced to hold, cd-roller gives you an excellent 
opportunity to communicate you advertising messages as last media directly at the POS.



cd-roller: Advertising at the POS
Depressing black cash desks are a thing of the past – here is an entertaining eye catcher with a size of 2-3 m², 
leaving a lasting impression on the customers. Colorful glossy surfaces with attractive designs are catching 
attention.

Positioning cd-roller at the point of sale triggers impulse 
purchases: 76% of the purchase decisions are made at 
the POS. cd-roller takes advantage to influence the customers 
at the last opportunity, thus significantly increases revenue. 

The average waiting time at cash desks in Europe ranges 
between 2,5 and 13 minutes – an excellent opportunity to 
communicate advertising messages effectively. 

The standard application time of 8 weeks in combination 
with the relevant waiting time at the cash desks, prompts - with  
repeated perception - excellent remembrance values. Hence 
ad-roller even works very well with image advertising.







take your brand 
to the next level

Contact:  

ad-roller international ltd  
Exegerseos 5  
CY - 7560 Larnaca  
Email: info@ad-roller.com  
Phone: +49 174 34 44 725
www.ad-roller.com


